
Wolves keep themselves atop Big VIII League race with sweep of
Roosevelt:

King          (17-9, 6-1): 25-25-25
Roosevelt (21-5, 5-2): 21-17-18

Riverside (King HS)-

A little more than two weeks ago King senior outside hitter Kacie Pederson
struggled against Roosevelt in a loss. That first matchup was her worst attacking
performance of the year…3 kills with 6 errors on 38 attempts for a -.079% hitting
percentage.

After knocking off Santiago in a sweep at home last Thursday the Wolves created
a three way tie for first atop the league standings. They made it a two way tie
with a 25-21, 25-17, 25-18 sweep of Roosevelt on Thursday in which Pederson
was brilliant. She recorded 16 kills on 46 attempts with just 3 errors (.283%
hitting percentage) with 2 aces.

The senior outside hitter said “I had to make a couple of adjustments to my
approach this time around which opened up more shots and worked on my
passing. Playing at home against Santiago & Roosevelt has been great because
we have such great fan support here but we know we’re going to have to get it
done on the road to bring home a league title.”

King started off the opening set on a 5-0 run in which Pederson had 3 straight
kills to open the match. After an early timeout from Roosevelt the Mustangs
rallied and took a lead at 16-15 on back to back kills from Rylee Dale who also
tied the set with kills at 19-19 & 20-20. Raiza Ewan had two kills in the final four
points as the Wolves took set 1 with a final of 25-20.

Pederson had 2 kills in the first ten points of set 2 as King jumped out to a 7-3
lead. It reached 14-7 on a service ace from Hannah Gilbert and Allison Mason’s
kill gave the Wolves a 25-18 win, taking a 2-0 lead.

Once again King jumped out to an early lead in set three of 5-1 as Pederson had
2 kills in the first 5 points. It reached 12-5 on a setter dump from Summer



Brayton and 21-9 as Peterson recorded 4 kills in a 6 point span. The Mustangs
survived three match points on a kill and an ace from Celeste Paez & another kill
from Dale. However, Pederson ended it with authority on her 16th kill of the day.

Wolves coach Corey Kleven said about the win “Roosevelt showed us how good
they are the last time we saw them. Tonight we passed the ball better, were able
to run some things we couldn’t that first time and here we are, with a shot at a
league title.”

King resumes Big VIII play on Tuesday at Corona and visits Norco on Thursday.
Meanwhile Roosevelt hosts Santiago on Tuesday in their “Dig Pink” night match
and visits Centennial on Thursday.

Derryl Trujillo has been the Senior Writer for Inland Sports since 2018 and is the
2019 IEBCA Supporter of the Year award winner. He can be reached at
socaltrekkie@gmail.com.
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